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GETTING OUT OF RECESSION ＩＮＴＨＥ

　　　　TRANSITION ＥＣＯＮＯ]Ｖ[IES

Ａ TEST CASE FOR THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY ？

David A. Dyker

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Abstract

　The world recession has affected the transition countries with particular severity. This is

not directly due to failures of science, technology and education policies, but it has highlight-

ed the weaknesses of the transition countries in these areas. It has also revealed serious

problems in the banking sector, particularly with reference to venture capital. Falling levels

of FDI have demonstrated how dependent the transition countries have　come to　be　on

foreign organisations for technology transfer. Policies for the medium-term future must build

on the foundation laid by the integration of the transition countries into the global economy

over the past two decades. But they must also seek to integrate domestic Ｒ＆Ｄ and education

systems much more　closely into the international networks, and that means shifting the

emphasis from the supply-driven policies of the past to ａ new, more demand-driven approach.

Key words : Recession, transition countries, R & D, education, banking

Introduction

　Failures　of innovation　and education policy did not cause the recession in the transition

countries anymore than they did in the rest of the world. Indeed precisely one　of the key

problems of knowledge economy policy-making is that it rarely has ａ criticalimpact in the

short run, whether for good or for bad. But the crisis has been particularly severe　in the

transition region (see Table １）.Ｔｈｅregion as　ａ　wholehad stillnot regained its 2008 1evel of

GDP per head by 2010， and every sub-region except Central Asia shows the same pattern.

Can we tie that in with failures of innovation policy ？ Again, the answer　has to be no, at

least in the firstinstance. The main immediate cause of the downturn throughout the transi-

tion region was the knock-on effect of the financial and banking crisisin North America and

Western Europe on transition country banking systems, and the secondary effect of that crisis

on　business　confidence, and therefore on FDI flows, upon which most of the transition

countries had become heavily dependent (see Table ２）.ln the oil-and gas exporting transition

countries the dip was exacerbated by the fall in the price of oil concomitant on the easing-off

of global economic growth from 2008, but it should be stressed that the weakness　and

vulnerability of domestic banking systems was just as important ａ factor in the downturn in
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　　　　　　　　　Table １　Percentage rates of growth of GDP
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2007　　　　2008　　　　2009　　　20↓0 (estimate)

Ｒｕｓｓｉａ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　８．１　　　　　５．６　　　　－７．９　　　　　　４．０

Ｃｅｎtｒ公一Ｅａｓｔ Ｋｕｒｏｐｅ ａｎｄ ｔｈｅ　Ｂａｌtｉｃ Ｓtａtｅｓ　　＼　　　　ら．３　　　　　　３．５　　　　　－３．０　　　　　　　２．２

South一Ｅａｓｔｅｒｎ Ｋｕｒｏｐｅ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　６．３　　　　　　６．８　　　　－５．４　　　　　　－０．６

Ｋａｓtｅｒｎ Ｋｕｒｏｐｅ　ａｎｄ　the　Ｃａｕｃａｓｕｔ　　　　　＼　　10.0　　　　　　5.0　　　　　－8.0　　　　　　　5.０

Ｑｅｎtｒal Ａｓia　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　9.2　　　　　5.6　　　　　2.7　　　　　　　6.7

All tｒａｎｓ，itｉｏｎｃｏｉＡ.ｎｔｒipｓ　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　　７．０　　　　　４．↓　　　　－５．５　　　　　　４．２

Ｗ'θΓId　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　３．９　　　　　１．５　　　　－２．２　　　　　　３．１

Ｃみ加乙z　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　14.2　　　　　　9.6　　　　　　9.1　　　　　　　　9.９

Ｓａｕｄｉ Ａｒａ石組　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　２．０　　　　４．３　　　　０．６　　　　　　３．６

じnited Arab Eminが６　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　６．２　　　　　７．４　　　　－２．７　　　　　　２．６

Sｏｕｒｃｅ.:Fortransition countries, EBRD ； for Russia, also national statistics； for World and China EIU, 2010, p. 42； for Saudi

　　　　　Arabia and UAE ＣＩＡＦａｃt　ｂｏｏｋａnd EIU, 2010, p. 30

a　Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, Ukraine

Table ２　Net inflows of FDI

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2007　　　　　　　2008　　　　　2009（pl｀eli｀）（ｅｓで温２ｔｅ）

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ＵＳ$ ｍ　％ｏｆＧＤＰ　ＵＳ$ ｍ　％ｏｆＧＤＰ　ＵＳ$ ｍ　％ｏｆＧＤＰ

訟びごﾀｶﾌﾞ｀j
z
jyぶrope a″j　　　40,434　　　　　　4.1　　　　　　36,533　　　　　　3.3　　　　　　10,574　　　　　　　0.5　　　　　7,284

South一Easter?卜Europe　　　25,157　　11.5　　23,821　　9.0　　15,271　　　9.4　　4,483

Kaｓｔｅｒｎ　Ｋｕｒｏｐｅ　ａｎｄ　ｔｈｅ　　８,7↓0　　4.9　　14,657　　6.5　　　7↓73　　　4.1　　7,406
Caucast乙∫　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ラ

Ｒｕｓｓia　　　　　　　　　　　　　　9,158　　　0.7　　　20,425　　　1.2　　　-7,335　　　－0.6　　　5,015

Central /.し這　　　　　　　　　　10,237　　　6.0　　　13,382　　　6.2　　　　9,481　　　　4.6　　　8,550

All　tｒａｎｓiｔｉｏｎｃｎｕｎｔｒipｓ　　＼104,478　　　6.3　　104,025　　　5.8　　　48,525　　　4.1　　38,024

Sｏｕｒｃｅ：EBRD

these countries as in the other countries of the region. Thus Russia was much harder hit than

other (non-transition)　countries heavily dependent on hydrocarbon exports like Saudi Arabia

and the United Arab Emirates (see Table １）｡

　When we start to look behind these basic factors of recession, however, the issue becomes

more complex. Why did the transition countries become　so dependent on FDI, both in finan-

cial terms (supporting the Balance　of Payments) and in real terms (supporting productivity

growth)？Why had the hydrocarbon　exporters not diversified more ？ べNhy had they fallen

victim to the Dutch disease ? Why did the banks in the transition countries find it so difficult

to find creditworthy customers on which they could build a solid portfolio of loans ？ Let us

look in greater detail at these issues, starting with FDL

（883）
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FDI in the transitioncountries― an　uneven　andincomplete revolution

　FDI in the transition countries has been ａ great success story, especially in the Central-East

European countries and the Baltic countries. As Table 2 shows, it was running 2007－2008 at

over　釘00 billion per annum　for the region as　ａ　whole, with over　one-third of that going to

Central-East Europe and the Baltic States. In terms of regional aggregates, FDI in those

years was equivalent to some ６ per　cent of GDP, i. ｅ. approaching ２０ per　cent of total

investment. Since then the average aggregate figure for net FDI inflow into the transition

region has fallen by over　50 per　cent (for Central and East Europe and the Baltic States by

over 75 per cent), but FDI continues to represent ａ substantial proportion of national income,

and there is no reason to suppose that it will not recover to something like its previous level

as the global economy comes　out of recession.

　Whether in financial terms, or in terms of modernising the capital stock of the region,

therefore, FDI has been crucial. But its impact has been uneven. Spillover　effects have been

limited. Multinationals operating in transition countries have tended to source their supplies

from companies within their existing supply network in the home country, or from wholly or

partly foreign-owned companies within the host country. As far as Ｒ & D is concerned, they

have largely ignored local organisations.　A recent survey of FDI in key Central-East Euro-

pean　countries found that

　　　(it) is absolutely clear is that there is ａ major and deep-seated network misalignment

　　　here.　The results suggest that the majority of FIEs ［foreign investment enterprises］in

　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　●　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　●　　　fact　consider　national　research institutions as haｖlng either no　or　minor　importance ―

　　　and this holds across　all countries. Clearly the national Academies of Sciences　in　post-

　　　socialist countries have so far not been able to overcome their unfavourable reputation to

　　　play ａ vital role in national innovation systems. (Gunther et a1， 2010）

　The result has been the emergence　of ａ dual-economy pattern, with a high-productivity,

export-oriented foreign-owned sector coexisting with, but not interacting with, ａ low-produc-

tivity domestically owned sector with weak export capability. It is this that explains the

paradox of ａ country like Hungary, which runs　ａ Balance　of Trade surplus in high-tech

goods, but reported an overall deficit on Balance　of Payments, current account, equivalent to

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　T）

6.８ per　cent of GDP in 2007 and 7.2 per　cent of GDP in 2008.

　Why this networking failure on the interface between foreign subsidiaries and domestically

owned companies in the transition countries ？ We should be careful not to jump to the

conclusion that it must be all the fault of the local companies. There is plenty evidence　of

weakness　of　entrepreneurial vision　on the part of the multinationals, even　in the relatively

advanced economies of Central-East Europe (Dyker et a1， 2006）.Ｔｈｅ fact remains, however,

that very few companies in the transition　region are　capable　of　operating　in　international

supply networks at the highest level. There　are hardly ａｎｙ‘first-tier suppliers', providing

design and other knowledge-intensive inputs as well as artefacts, even in Central-East Europe｡

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（884）
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1nterestingly, Chinese　companies do much better on this indicator than companies from CEE

（Sｕttｏｎ，2004），thoｕｇｈ China's general level of development as measured by GDP per head

is still well below that of any of the Central-East European countries. One can only speculate

as to the reasons for this. The comparative brevity of the period of central planning in China

may have been　ａ factor, in that it permitted ａ substantial degree of continuity in the evolu-

tion　ａｎｄ‘learning curves' of Chinese　firms - most notably in the bicycle industry, which

subsequently emerged as ａ technological platform for the development of the car　parts

industry (Zhang et a1。 2004）.Ｔｈｅ fact that China's market-based transformation started a full

decade before that of the transition region may be another one. Still, one has to wonder why,

in twenty years, even the transition countries that are now members　of the EU have made

such little progress on this dimension. Might policies for human　capital formation have

played ａ role ？

　The education systems of the communist countries, effective enough though they were in

terms of establishing basic literacy and numeracy, and inculcating essential Fordist engineer-

ing skills, were ill-adapted to the needs of an emerging market economy. Has the situation

improved over twenty years　of transition ？ Let us look at the situation in Hungary, one of the

leading transition economies, and ａ member-state of the EU.

　　　Despite rapid growth in the supply of graduates, the Hungarian education system has

　　　been unable to give an adequate response to the challenges triggered by economic trans-

　　　formation　and skill-biased technical change. Instead of demand-led adjustment and skill

　　　upgrading, educational expansion has rather produced ａ supply shock…. The traditional

　　　relations between the key players　of the system
(employers,

educational institutions,

　　　students)［were］disrupted after the change of regime, and have　not recovered since.

　　　Ｆａｒｅｎtｓ，ｓtｕｄｅｎtｓ ａｎｄ ｅｄｕｃａtｉｏｎａｌ inｓtitｕtｉｏｎｓ diｓｒｅｇａｒｄ the　ｍｅｓｓａｇｅｓ ｏｆ the　laboｕｒ　ｍａｒ-

　　　ket.Educational institutions　are financed according to the number of students admitted,

　　　thus are not forced to establish ‘business-oriented' relations with firms and take em-

　　　plovers' needs into consideration when determining their curriculum. Decision-makers　are

　　　　　●　　●　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　●　　　●　　　●　　　　　　　　　　●　　●　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　too timid to intervene ｍ educational institutions that insist on their　autonomy. This has

　　　led to the emergence　ｏｌｅエtｒｅｍｅ ａｎｄ ｘｖｏｒｓｅｎｉｎｅ: ｉｍｂａｌａｎｃｅｓ ： ｏｎ ｔhe　ｏｎｅ　ｈａｎｄ ｓhoｒtａｇｅｓ

　　　ｏｆ ｓｐｅｃｉｆｉｃ　ｓkぶｓ　ｋｅｅｐ　hｕiはｉｎｇ　ｕｐ，　ａｎｄ ｏｎ　the　ｏtheｒ　the ｓtｏｃｋ ｏｆ ｈｏはｅｒｓ of ｓｕｐｅｒｆｌｕｏｕｓ

　　　ｄｅｇｒｅｅｓ　foｒ　ｘｖhich　ｎｏ　ｄｅｍａｎｄにiｓtｓ　alｓｏ ｋｅｅｐｓ ｇｒｏｕL･ｉｎｇ･（Sｚａｌａｖｅtｚ，2010）

　This pattern is repeated throughout the region. 'Bums-on-seats' policies by higher educa-

tional institutions have produced oversupply of fashionable and apparently transition-friendly

subjects like business　studies, and undersupply of graduates in areas　like physics and chemis-

try (traditional strengths of the former communist countries) and more particularly in sunrise

subjects like biotechnology and information technology. In Russia, the exposure　of graduate

students　to　coal-face　innovation work has fallen sharply･

　　　べYhile in the late 1980’s and early 1990's over　70　per cent of post-graduate　students　and

　　　almost 30 per　cent of full-time students took part in research and innovation activities,

　　　the current level of participation is 3-4 times lower
（Ｋｏｖａｌｅｖａ

and Zaichenko, 2006, p･

　　　10）｡
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　The collapse of the old system has produced, if anything, an even　ｂｉｇｇｅｒ crisis in the

system of sub-higher-education training and apprenticeship. In Kazakhstan, the system of

industrial training has virtually collapsed, and this is seen　as　ａ key obstacle to government

policies for diversification - i. ｅ･ policies to counter the Dutch disease
（Ｙｕｒitsｙｎ，2003）.Jｕst

604,700 people graduated from Russian technical colleges in 2008， compared to 877,900 1n

　　2）

1994. １ｎ Romania, introduction of ａ series of measures to remedy the problem started in 2003.

But serious problems remain, notably in terms of development and appraisal of partnership in

education　and training, and cooperation in developing continuing education programmes　and

work-based learning programmes ； lack of up-to-date information　and studies on long-term

labour　market　needs ；　and　insufficient　involvement　and　insufficient　training　of　relevant

stakeholders (Pislaru, 2肘O）.

　So much for supplier enterprises and domestic human　capital formation. What about

domestic Ｒ ＆Ｄ organisations in the transition economies ？ べNhy are they so marginal to the

　●　　●　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　●　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　●　　　　●big international companies　operating ｍ their countries ？ Here, ｍ fact, the situation IS rather

more stark than in relation to the production　and　education　and training sectors. Ｒ ＆Ｄ

sectors　are　among the least reformed sectors of the transition countries. While government

financial support for Ｒ ＆Ｄ has dwindled and gross expenditure on Ｒ ＆Ｄ（ＧＥＲＤ）has

fallen in most cases to l per cent of GDP or less, the number of research institutes has kept

up surprisingly well. The best survivors　have been the institutes of the Academies of Scien-

ces ― largely concerned with basic ‘blue skies' research, and in advanced transition countries

like the Czech Republic and Hungary the Academies continue to claim some ３０ per　cent of

the total public R ＆D budget （ＥＲＡＷＡＴＣＨ Research Inventory reports). But survival has

often been on the thinnest of shoestrings, with governments doling out just enough funds to

ｋｅｅｐ heads above water. Meanwhile levels of ancillary staffing and equipment supply have

been　slashed, making it increasingly difficult for scientists to do real research, and many of

them have　ended up making ends meet by ‘moonlighting' - doing odd jobs like computer

maintenance and software programming that are far removed from scientific research. The

old industrial research institutes, which were　mostly subordinate to industrial ministries under

the old regime, fared badly in the ｅａｒlｙ transition period, as most of those ministries were

abolished. That might have　seemed like an incentive to do some basic restructuring. But in

countries like Poland and Russia where large numbers　of these　research institutes survive,

they do little today to bridge the gap between public-sector Ｒ ＆Ｄ and the business sector

(Dyker, 2010). Against this background, it is not surprising that the structure of scientific

output from the transition countries is extremely conservative. In the Russian case, no less

than　50
｡
６　per　cent of publications　registered　on th（レWeb　of　Science　relate　to　physics　and

chemistry, compared to ａ figure for the whole world of 21.9 per cent. And for clinical

medicine the corresponding figures　are 4.９ per cent and 20.６ per cent
(Dezhina, 2009,

p. 6).

　Against the background of all this, the governments of the transition countries - and in

some　cases the research institutes and universities themselves ― have been anxious to develop

bridging institutions, to channel the (often rather academic) outputs of the research commun-

ity to commercial applications. Science parks, business　incubators, innovation centres etc. have

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（886）
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been established in rnost of the transition countries, with varying degrees of success.　As in

the advanced countries, some of these have tended to turn into speculative　ventures in real

estate. Often there has been littleenough in the way of commercialisable intellectual capital

to channel. Most fundamentally, however, there has been　ａproblem of demand. The domestic

firms which are in most cases the most obvious　customers for local Ｒ ＆Ｄ outputs are

simply not sufficiently involved in innovation to want to spend money on buying R ＆Ｄ

services in the marketplace ； and while the multinationals have the money and the will to

spend on Ｒ & D, they do not generally look to transition country research institutes to

supply　their needs. Rado§evic argues in this connection that the whole focus of transition

country government policy has been　wrong･

　　　Integration of local firms through value chains and FDI has been relatively undeveloped

　　　asａ policy in CEECs ･･･There has been　much more policy focus on linkage mechanisms

　　　likeS ＆Ｔ parks, innovation centers etc.,i.ｅ.on linkages for which weak and dependent

　　　local firms may not have immediate demand. This explains their irrelevance　to local

　　　firms and their innovation activities,which are, primarily, value-chain driven （Ｒａｄｏ§evic,

　　　2006, p. 138).

　Thus we　are back with FDI and supply networks. It seems that that is the nexus on which

policy must concentrate - even if the ultimate goal is to make these　economies more　inde-

pendent of FDI. We come back to this in our　final　section.

The special case　of Russia

　Russia is not ａ completely unique case.　Much of what we say in this section applies

equally to Kazakhstan, and to the other hydrocarbon-rich transition states. But Russia is

special in terms of its size, and also in terms of its political leadership, with its well defined

nationalist agenda which has set clear limits to foreign involvement in the Russian economy･

　Russia is ａ substantial recipient of FDI, to the tune of some S20 billion in 2008， nearly one-

fifth the total for the transition region. But as Table 2 shows, FDI was equivalent to only ａ

small fraction of Russian GDP in that year.　And since then FDI inflow to Russia has fallen

　　　　3)sharply. The marginal role of FDI in the Russian economy reflects restrictions　on foreign

investment in some　sectors, notably gas. It also reflects the fact that the multinationals have

never seen Russia as　ａprimary target for efficiency-seeking FDI. So FDI has never provided

any significant corrective to the progress of the Dutch disease in Russia. How serious is the

disease ？ Between 1997 and 2006 the share　of manufacturing in Russia's exports fell from

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　４)11 ｡6 per cent to 6 ｡１ per cent. ０ｎ　ａ　morequalitative level, we may cite the judgement of a

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　5)leading Russian businessman that Russian energy equipment is 30 －40 years out-of-date in

technological terms. So the decline in Russia's manufacturing capability has actually gone so

far as to seriously threaten Russia's strength in the fuel and energy sectors themselves ― and

also the operation of her basic infrastructure at home.

　The ｇｌｏｂａｌcrisis has　not hit Russia as badly as some of the other transition countries in

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（887）
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terms of the Balance　of Payments, with the Russian current account still　in surplus to the

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　7）
tune of more than 4 per　cent of GDP for 2009. But the budget deficit was 6.８ per　cent of

　　　　　　　8）GDP in 2009， and as Table l indicates, Russia is one of the hardest-hit transition countries in

terms of GDP. To what extent has this reflected problems in the structure of the real

economy？

　In speeches made just before he stepped down from the presidency, and just before the

world economic crisis broke, Vladimir Putin stressed the need for Russia to make the transi-

tion to ‘innovation-based development…otherwise we will not be able to guarantee the

security and normal development of the country, and its very existence will be threatened.'

(Nabiullina, 2008, p. 1) In the same　vein, in-coming president Dmitrii Medvedev has proposed

four　'i's ― innovation, investment, infrastructure　and　institutions (Nabiullina, 2008, p. 2）.

Minister for the Economy Elvira Nabiullina has developed these ideas in terms of three

possible　scenarios for Russia, ranging from the unsatisfactory, through the tolerable to the

desirable, viz.-

　・Theｔｎｅ.ｒtｒａscenario : In this scenario, nothing changes, either structurally or in terms of

　　　institutions.　The economy remains totally dependent on hydrocarbons　and other　extrac-

　　　tive sectors, but these　are unable to maintain their present impetus as long-run　marginal

　　　costs rise, and the rate of growth of GDP falls to some ３｡5 per　cent - ａ perfectly

　　　respectable rate of growth for an advanced economy, but not　enough　for an　economy

　　　like the Russian to continue to close the gap with the advanced economies. Slowing

　　　growth apart, continued heavy dependence　on oil　and　gas means　that Russia would

　　　continue to be at the mercy of movements in the international economy, like the present

　　　global crisis, making strategic planning at home　on　economic and social dimensions

　　　impossible. This is essentially the Dutch disease scenario.

　・The ener･ｇヘソｒａｉｌ）ｍａtｅｒｉａｈ-ha’sｅｄscenario : This is similar to the first scenario, except that

　　　here Russia seeks to develop her natural resource　base　and other natural advantages.

　　　That means developing oil-and gas-processing, but also developing new sectors such as

　　　spring water, and exploiting Russia's unique geographical position to develop the country

　　　as ａ point of transit. That scenario would generate rates of growth of 5－5 ｡5 per cent.

　　　That would mean catching up, but slowly, and the vulnerability to international economic

　　　fluctuations, and the　dependence　on imported technology, would remain.

　゜Finally, we are　back with Putin's ｔｎｎｏでａtｉｏｎscenario: Here the focus is shifted away

　　　from natural resources to human resources. Investment in education and R & D, and also

　　　in infrastructure, is increased, and the economy　is　diversified.　Inherited technological

　　　strengths like aviation, space technology and telecommunications　are　consolidated, high-

　　　tech small companies are　encouraged, and innovation runs through everything. There

　　　may be some　overlap with the energy-based scenario, in terms of the technological

　　　modernisation of traditional sectors and the development of Russia as ａ transit zone. The

　　　economy grows at 6．5 per　cent annually, and rapid catch-up is achieved (Nabiullina,

　　　2008, pp. 1-2).

　Russian economists and businessmen　have criticised this approach to the underlying Rus-
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　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　９）sian economic problem. In ａ Round Table organised by the Ｉｚｖｅｓtiｙａnewspaper Boris Titov,

president of the‘Business　Russia' association, argued that it was premature to talk about an

innovation economy in Russia, because the Russian economy could no longer be classified as

an industrial one. Titov went on to argue that decay of the Russian capital stock had progres-

sed to ａ stage where the economy could now only be described as‘pre-industrial'. The

implication is that Russia's first policy priority should be simply industrialisation, following

the Japanese　and Chinese　models, i.ｅ.borrowing or stealing technology from abroad and

introducing it in Russia. Vladislav Inozemtsev, head of the Centre for Research on Post-

Industrial Society, is happy to use the word ‘modernisation', and argues that there are, indeed,

lots of new technologies around in Russia. The problem is (and here Inozemtsev echoes

Rado§evic's dictum, quoted above), that no one in Russia wants to put them into practice.

Inozemtsev may err on the side of patriotism in his assessment of Russian Ｒ & D here.　But

his second point is absolutely valid, and, as he says himself, is as valid for foreign technolo-

gies as for Russian ones.　Inosemtsev concludes :

　　The president writes persuasive articles,but there is stillnot enough consensus in society

　　on what has to be changed. There's no drive. l have the ｆｅｅｌｉｎｇthat no one wants any

　　real action, because　nobody really thinks that there will be a catastrophe. But whether

　　there will be, well, let's wait and see.

　A year　on from the IｚｖｅｓtiｙａRound Table, the risk of catastrophe may seem to have

increased somewhat. If it is now time to face up to the need for serious policy change in

Russia, what concrete　measures might be proposedドWe shall return to this question in our

final　section.

The banks in the transitionregion ａ failure of mobilisation

　Banks　have　ａ　crucial role to play in the knowledge economy. There　are　no start-ups

without venture capital, and SMEs of all kinds struggle to grow and develop in the absence

of ｃｈｅａｐand reliable overdraft facilities.Active banking hardly existed in the old, socialist

economies, and by the ｅａｒlｙ2000s banking was stilla major weak point of the transition

region as　ａ　whole.Here is ａ　snapshot of the Armenian banking sector ｃ.2005.

　　　　Banks differ greatly in size, outreach effort, and customer base.　Around half of a11

　　Armenian banks are very small with negligible market shares　in deposits and loans,

　　which contributes to the sector's overall low banking productivity. Ａ number of these

　　banks concentrate their activitiesin trade financing, money transfers, and private banking,

　　rather than in deposit-taking and loan-making. Anecdotal evidence　suggests　that　several

　　small banks serve　as‘pocket banks' of　enterprise　groups or　wealthy individuals, which

　　use them for treasury operations, or as　sources of ｃｈｅａｐliquidity, and equity investment.

　　Other banks serve　ａlarge number of small scale depositors and borrowers.　ぺAwhilethey

　　may have　comparatively large shares　of the overall deposit and credit markets, the size

　　of financial service per customer can be extremely small, with some banks haｖｉｎｇaver-
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Table ３　Banking sectors－ degree of foreign ownership and incidence　ofbad loans

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Foreign-o"wned assets as ％　Bad loans　as % of total loans （ｅｎｄ

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　of total (end of period)　　　of period)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　2007　　　　　2008　　　　　2009　　　　　2007　　　　　2008　　　　　20091詣ず

Central-East Europe and the Baltic

Ｃｒｏａｔia　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　90.4　　　90.8　　　91.0　　　　4.8　　　　4.8　　　　　･‥　　　　9.５ｇ

Ｋｓtonia　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　98.8　　　98.2　　　98.3　　　　0.5　　　　1.9　　　　6.0b　　　6.０ｂ

Ｈｕｎｇａｒｙ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　64.2　　　　　84.0　　　　　81.3　　　　　　2.8　　　　　　3.3　　　　　　5.5c　　　　　8.３ｈ

ＬａtＤｉａ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　63.8　　　65.7　　　69.3　　　　0.4　　　　2.4　　　14.5c　　　19.41

Liｔｈｕania　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　91.7　　　92.1　　　91.5　　　　2.7　　　　4.6　　　　　･‥　　　19.1J

？θland　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　75.5　　　76.5　　　72.3　　　5.4　　　4.7　　　7.0c　　　8.0k

Silnijahia　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　99.0　　　　99.2　　　　91.6　　　　　2.6　　　　　3.5　　　　4.5c　　　　　･‥

Slovenia　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　28.8　　　　31.1　　　　29.5　　　　3.9　　　　3.6　　　　3.7d　　　　4.2'

South-East Europe

Ａ

^
lhania　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　94.2　　　93.6　　　92.4　　　　3.4　　　　6.6　　　　5.0c　　12.０ｇ

Ｂｏｓｎｉａ ａｎｄ Ｍｅｒｃｅ＾ｏｖina　　　　　　　　93.8　　　95.0　　　94.5　　　　3.0　　　　3.1　　　　4.0e　　　8.７ｇ

Ｂｕｌｇａｒia　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　82.3　　　83.9　　　84.0　　　　2.5　　　　3.2　　　　8.0・　　7.Ｐ

Ｍａｃｅｄｏｎｉａ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　85.9　　　　93.1　　　　93.3　　　　10.9　　　　10.1　　　　　　…　　　　　9.９ｇ

Ｍｏｎtｅｎｅｇｒｏ　　　　　　　　　　　＼　78.7　　　　　84.6　　　　　87.1　　　　　　3.2　　　　　　6.0　　　　　　　･‥　　　　　17.２１

Ｒｏｍａｎｉａ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　87.3　　　87.7　　　84.3　　　3.0　　　4.5　　　10.0c　　　1711

Serbia　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　75.5　　　　75.3　　　　75.3　　　　　･‥　　　　　5.0“　　　10.5c　　　17.５ｇ

Eastern Europe and the Caucasus

Armenia　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　49.0　　　50.5　　　63.6　　　2.5　　　4.4　　　5.0f　　　･‥

Ａｘｅ妬心ｉａｎ　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼　　7●5　　　　9●1　　　　9●3　　　　8●1　　　　5●2　　　　4●Oc ●●●

Belarus　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　19.7　　　20.6　　　20.6　　　　2.0　　　　1.7　　　　　･‥　　　　4.9°

Georgia　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　90.6　　　90.8　　　89.1　　　　2.6　　　12.8　　　　　･‥　　　　7.011

Moldθva　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　24.8　　　　31.6　　　　41.0　　　　　3.7　　　　　5.9　　　　　　･‥　　　　17.ｙ1

Ukｒaine　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　39.4　　　51.1　　　50.8　　　　1.3　　　　2.3　　　30.0c　　41.（？

Russia　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　17.2　　　18.7　　　18.3　　　　2.6　　　　3.9　　　　　･‥　　　　9.ｙ１

Central Asia

＼iaｚakhｓtan　　　　　　　　　　　　　38.5　　　↓2.9　　　↓7.2　　　2.7　　　7.1　　　34.5c　　26.911

尺ダ■gyzsta刀　　　　　　　　　　　　　58.7　　72.0　　72.0　　　3.5　　　5.7　　　　↑　　　　…

Mongolia　　　　　　　　　　　　46.4　　40.8　　41.9　　3.2　　7.1　　　↑　　　…

Sｔｏｕｒｃｅ:EBRD;De Haas　and Knobloch, 2010

Notｅ:↑＝‘on the increase'

a　June

ｂ　Data from ＢｌｏｏｍｂｅｒｇＮｅｕ・ｓｘｕeefe，　16でJune2010

c　September

ｄ　Data from Ｒｅｕtｅｒｓ，３November 2010

e　June data from Ｖｉｎｎｎ＾ｎｎｒhｒiｒhｔｐｎ^つde, 16 September 2010

f　Data from ＦｉｎＦｏｒt.am, 26 March 2010

g　Data from Ｔ＾ｉｎｎｎ'Ｓ'ｎｎｒhｒiｒhｔｐ.ｙｉ,ｪde. 16 September 2010

h　March data from ＲｅＭtｅｒｓ，9August 2010

1　July data from Ｆｉｎａｎｚｎａｃｈｒichtｅｎ.　ｄｅ，16September 2010

j　September data from Ｒｅｕtｅｒｓ，2らOctober 2010

k　Data from Ｎ. Buckley (see fn. 18)

1　August data from Ｒｅｕtｅｒｓ，３November 2010

m　September data from Ｂｌｏｏｍｈｅｒｓ，290ctober 2010

n　IMF data for September published by ＲＥT.Ｉ‾y1，１November 2010

0　1MF data published by ＲＦＪ.ｌ‾y1，１November 2010
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　　age loans and deposits as low as US$200 per customer. (Dabla-Norris and Floerkemeier。

　　2007，ｐ. 10）

　Armenia is an extreme example, but the general pattern was similar throughout the region

up to the early 2000s｡

　It is hardly surprising in this context that banking sectors in the transition countries have

now been largely taken over the foreign banks. Among the new member-states of the EU,

foreign ownership of banking sectors approaches in many cases　100 per　cent (see Table ３）.

FDI in the transition banking sectors has helped those sectors to develop in ａ number of

ways. It has bolstered liquidity from external resources. It has strengthened competition, and

brought interest-rate spreads down, and lending rates with them. It has introduced the latest

computerised banking technology, and it has helped to break down the web of connected

lending and insider dealing which has tended to characterise the activities of domestically-

owned banks. The fact remains, however, that even in countries where the banking sector is

almost wholly foreign-owned, the bulk of lending is in the form of consumer　credit, rather

than loans　to companies. And loans　to small companies remain ａ particular problem｡

　Is this simply ａ reflection of an over-cautious　approach to credit assessment ？The figures

for bad loans presented in Table 3 suggest not. Many transition countries were　reporting

relatively high rates of non-performing loans　in 2007， before the crisisbroke. Since then, the

situation has become much worse, with provisional and incomplete data for 2009 and 2010

1ndicating bad　loan ratios　in the range　of　５－20　per　centin Central-East Europe　and the

Balkan countries and 5-40 per cent in the countries of the former Soviet Union. And there is

no indication that the situation is systematically better in countries with very high levels of

foreign bank ownership. ０ｆ course, some of the increase　in non-performing loans　over the

past year or so has reflected the purely macroeconomic side of the ｇｌｏｂａｌcrisis,as individuals

have lost their jobs and companies their markets. It is nevertheless clear that the banks in

the transition countries have make ａ poor job of assessing credit risk over the past few years.

This problem is, of course, no monopoly of the transition region. But in Turkey, an emerging

economy with a level of GDP per head similar to the transition country average, and with

GDP falling by 4.７ per cent in 2009，the proportion of bad loans stood at just 4 ｡５ per cent in

2009 (De Haas　and Knobloch, 2010, p. 6), up from ３．５per　cent in 2007 and 3．7 per　cent in

　　10）2008. Turkey, it should be added, has plenty of experience with bad debt problems, and the

non-performing loans　ratio stood as high as 1 1。５ per　cent as recently as 2003. But while

Turkey, with only 16 per cent of bank assets foreign-owned, displays ａ steady learning curve

in this regard, so far undisturbed by the world recession, transition country banking systems

have　seen their weaknesses　mercilessly revealed by the crisis.

Conclusions

　The bad news is that the transitionregion is stuck with multinationals,including multina-

tional banks, as the major vehicles for innovation　and knowledge stock enhancement in the
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region, whether it likes it or not. Russia may be ａ partial exception here, but the more it gets

into ａ real innovation growth strategy, the less of an exception will it be. Further bad news is

that FDI will continue to be somewhat unstable, following the business　cycle. It would be

foolish to suppose that this is the last time there will be a sudden drop in FDL But there is

good news as well. FDI is volatile,but itis not nearly so volatile as hot money, and it always

leaves ａ knowledge footprint. Taking one year with another, there has been no problem with

the quantity of FDI (again Russia, and indeed some of the other countries of the former

Soviet Union　are partial　exceptions here). The problem is one　of ｅｎｇａｇｅｍｅｎtwiththe FDI,

spe�ically with the comparative failure of local firms and Ｒ ＆Ｄ organisations to engage.

That will not be an easy problem to solve, but it will not be an　ｅｘｔ>ｅｎｓiｖeproblem to solve.

As we　saw earlier,throwing money at the technology transfer issue by creating ineffectual

technology parks and the like is worse　than useless as　ａ　way of restructuring knowledge-

intensive　organisations.　Rather, policy should concentrate　on　extending and ｄｅｅｐｅｎｉｎｇrela-

tions between local firms and Ｒ ＆Ｄ organisations　and　international　supply　and research

networks, in the firstinstance through the medium of the multinationals and other foreign

organisations, but with the ultimate ｇｏａｌof establishing these firms and organisations　as

independent actors on the global scene, as the leading Chinese　companies in the auto compo-

nents industry have done (Sutton, 2004). Polish experience with development of blue laser

technology has dernonstrated that :

　　　Emerging players　should not strive for technological and strategic self-sufficiency.Partner

　　　companies are　needed to penetrate markets, develop complementary technologies and

　　　improve the value of the solutions　offered. Technology start-ups and smaller market

　　　players　should　focus on　carefully selected market segments and applications instead of

　　　offeringwide portfolios of applications for ａ　variety of customers. This approach helps

　　　optimize resources, improve　returns on investment and build customer reference bases.

　　　(Klincewicz, 2010, p. 114)

　A11 0f this is much easier said than done, but it has the great merit that it involves bettｅｒ

public　policies　ratherthan ｍｏｒe　public　policies.

　　　As complexity grows in depth as well as breadth, new pressures are ･･゜placed on govern-

　　　merits to sustain development processes. In this, they tend to be limited by the insuf-

　　　ficient‘capabilities' of the state / authority to link its policy-making to client needs …

　　　Governments need to exert dynamic capabilities of their own, by keeping abreast or

　　　ahead of the game, but nowadays in ａ networked society potentially able to call on ａ

　　　wide range of talent and expertise rather than ａ hierarchically structured one.　（ｖｏｎ

　　　Tunzelmann, 2010, p∠L8）

　Thus if the government　sector is to play ａ role in the development of the knowledge

economy in the transition countries it must start by improving its own level of knowledge -

staffing Economics and Industry Ministries with people with the training and aptitude to play

ａ　centralrole in the knowledge economy at large, nurturing (but not subsidising !）‘teaching

companies' as role models, and helping entrepreneurs　and R & D managers to learn how to

learn. The prize for such ａ policy effort would be economies, deeply integrated into the
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1nternational　economy, working closely with the multinationals and other foreign organisa-

tions, offering them an investment environment with technological ｄｅｐth as well as favour-

able regulations, but free of the one-sided dependence which we have　seen exacerbating the

impact of the global crisis on the region. None　of this will be possible without critical

improvements in education systems, broadly following Western models in terms of integrating

Ph. Ｄ･ programmes into research programmes, correcting globally fashionable mistakes like

channelling too many students into business　studies just because　the　students - and　their

parents - like the sound of it, and developing industrial training systems appropriate to ａ

knowledge-intensive society and economy. In some ways, this last issue is the most difficult

It is less clear what the models should be here, and the UK, for instance, continues　to

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　11）struggle with industrial training problems comparable to those　of the transition countries. But

the situation here in many transition countries is so bad that significant improvements　could

surely be made without huge expense　or administrative disruption.

　What about Russia's special problems ？ They may have been eased in the short-run by the

increase in oil prices in 2010, as the global economy has come out of recession. But Russia

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　12）actually now　needs an　oil　price　of　$109　per barrel　just to　balance　the budget. The average

price of oil in 2010 was something under $80 per barrel, and it is currently forecast to fall

slightly in the period to 2015 （ＥＩＵ，2010）.ln the medium-long run, therefore, the essential

problem will remain : how to switch the Russian economic growth model from one based on

exhaustible resources　to　one　based　on renewable resources, i.ｅ･primarily able and well-edu-

cated people ？ As we saw, everyone in Russia seems　to understand what needs to be done,

but no one has　ａ clear vision of how to do it. Solution of the problem would require some

fundamental political changes ― a　better welcome for FDI and ａ more favourable environ-

rnent for SMEs, whether Russian-or　foreign-owned, and it is no　use pretending that those

changes will come easily in Russia. ‘Innovation strategy' is ａ good slogan, but in practice it

will be difficult to tread the tightrope between legitimate technological comparative advantage

and lobbying by established interests when it comes to ‘picking winners'.

　One new　area where Russia does have real scientific strength is that of nanotechnology,

with the Moscow　region ahead of London in terms of published papers on the subject

(European　Ｔｅｃｈｎｏ-ｅｃｏｎｏｎｌｉｃ…，　2005）.　In　this connection　the　Russian　government　has

already created ａ special agency,Ｋｏｓｎａｎｏtekh, dedicated to forging public-private partner-

ships in this key area. Rosnano has partnerships and joint ventures with leading international

companies (notably with Swiss Oerlikon and Intel Corp), and caused ａ stir in British govern-

ment and security circles in August 2010 when it opened discussions　about taking ａ　signi-

ficant share in the British company Plastic Logic, ａ leader in the field of development of

ｃｈｅａｐplastic computer chips. In the event an agreement was signed in November 2010

under which Rosnano　will provide funding to Plastic Logic to develop production of plastic

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　].3)
chips in Russia, and take a 25 per　centstake in the British company. Deals like this allow

Russian companies to plug into internationaltechnology networks, and, at ａ more modest

level, to raise their status as international suppliers from that of third-tier supplier, supplying

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　].4)basic engineering elements, to second-tier supplier, providing complete components. Such
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deals must do something to break down the traditional isolation of Russian production　and

technology systems.

　But against these pluses we have to set ａ number of characteristically Russian minuses.

operating in areas　where　strong horizontal networks are　of the firstimportance, Rosnano

evinces　a typically top-down management structure, with the President of Russia as the

effective CEO. The result of this pattern in the area　of technology transfer is predictable

enough.

　　In the chain of the innovation economy, the link which is supposed to transform ideas

　　into marketable goods and services is almost completely missing…. Basic research often

　　turns into unproductive dissipation of public money, and Rosnano ‘･･ ends ｕp‘slipping

　　and sliding',not managing to find enough projects within Russia. As ａ result,in order to

　　use　up the funds allocated to it, Rosnano　is　obliged　to　look　for　projects　abroad　and

　　relocate them to Russia, even when they are just assembly operations.　This is not in

　　itself bad, but it is not enough to build our own innovation economy. (Nabiullina, 2009)

　In another major new initiative,Russian President Medvedev announced in February 2010

that ａ new high-tech Ｒ ＆Ｄ centre was to be set up in the Moscow　suburb　of　Skolkovo,

some 20 km from the centre of the capital. The total budgetary cost of the project, covering

infrastructure and also government participation in projects, is estimated at RbllO ｡5 billion

($3.7 billion). As ａ science park, Skolkovo will,０ｆcourse, be dependent for its success on its

ability to attract private companies to build on the infrastructure. CISCO and Nokia have

already announced that they will participate in the project. But there　are stillno　confirmed

co-investors. Skolkovo will concentrate on five key areas of technology - energy, information

technology, telecommunications, biomedical research and nuclear technology - precisely the

priorities of the President's Commission for the Modernisation　and Technological Develop-

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　15）ment of the Russian Economy. Rosnano boss Anatolii Chubais estimates that Skolkoｖｏ’stop

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　T6ten projects in 2015 could be worth RblOO-200 billion（S3 －7 billionｹ）.

　The Skolkovo initiative has ａ lot of positive points. It is based, from its inception, on the

principle of inter-organisation　cooperation. It seeks to attract and create genuinely first-class

companies rather than simply shoring up existing companies. It has ａ clear technological and

sectoral focus, and the government investment in the project is clearly targeted. The big

problem with Skolkovo, however, is simply the fact that it is ａ science　park. As argued

earlier,science parks are not the right way to address the Ｒ ＆Ｄ and innovation problems of

transition economies. The chances are that Skolkovo, like Rosnano, will end up ‘slipping and

sliding'in a frustrated search for good projects and good customers.

　A11 the transition countries need to reform the institutional structure of their Ｒ ＆Ｄ

systems, but in Russia the task is more　critical,and more difficult.Major top-down initiatives

like Rosnano　and Skolkovo　are inevitably　insensitive to　the nuances　of patterns of demand

for what they offer or might offer. The Russian Academy of Sciences stands as ａ beacon of

outdated,‘science-push' thinking about Ｒ & D, but also as ａ guardian of Russian ‘big' science

as ａ key attribute of the Russian state and nation. It is, therefore, a　central element of the

nationalist discourse that dominates Russian politics, and it will be difficultto reform it（ｏ「
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abolish it ?) until that discourse　changes. The same is, of course, true of the attitude to FDI.

For the time being, then, the prospects for the implementation of ａ meaningful innovation

strategy in Russia must be rated as poor.

　What do the (mainly internationally-owned) banks need to do to ensure that they make ａ

bigger　and better contribution to the next stage of transition/convergence　than they did to

the last ？They ｃｌｅａｒlｙhave to improve their credit assessment procedures.　That, in fairness,

is more　easily　said than done in the　short run. Foreign banks are　as dependent　on　local

personnel at the local branch level as domestically-owned, and to that extent they are　equally

hostage to the traditional weaknesses　of loan decision-taking in these　countries. It takes ａ

long time and ａ lot of training to change the rnind-set of local managers. But it is ａ predict-

able process, not subject to criticalexternal shocks, and it is reasonable to assume that within

5-10 years　this problem will be resolved. The trouble is that the transition countries cannot

wait for 5－10 years, and right now there is no　clear tendency for the structure of lending in

those　countries to improve. Thus in both Poland and Russia, for instance, lending to com-

panies fell sharply through late 2008 and 2009, as banks scrambled to improve their short-

　　　　　　　　　　　　　17）　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　18）term liquidity situation. It has recovered only weakly in 2010.

　1t is evident that the transition region desperately needs institutional innovation in this area,

specifically the creation of ａ whole range　of new　venture　capital　agencies.　International

public-sector organisations like the EBRD are ｄｏｉｎｇａ lot here, but the transition countries

need more broadly-based venture-capital initiatives.　Given the traditions　of connected lending

in these countries, we cannot expect too much from purely domestic initiativesin this area. In

the blunt words of President Medvedev of Russia, ‘venture capital does　not　exist　in our

country. It is simply not there'. (Medvedev, 2010). We should expect more from the foreign-

owned commercial banks, in terms of the creation of specialised venture capital departments

staffed by top-level personnel of both local and international background. But the history of

FDI in the transition countries holds　out no great hope of ａ display of entrepreneurial

business　vision　on that scale. And we should not forget that most of those foreign banks

originate from Western Europe, ａ region where venture capital has historically been　weakly

developed,　even　in terms of the needs of Western Europe itself. One important, but con-

troversial　area　of development in investment finance　in the transition countries is that of

ｐｒiｖａtｅｅｑｍり･Private equity deals in Poland were　expected to total around 800 m in 2010，

compared to just 二C268 m in 2009. This is hardly big business, but it has facilitated the

development of cable communications　and mobile telephony in Poland. Private equity in

Poland works with comparatively low rates of leverage, which makes it ａ less risky invest-

rnent finance vehicle. But Polish private equity funds will be looking to sell on ａ number of

their most successful investments in 2011, and this will be a criticaltest of their medium-term

　　　　T9）potential.

　1f neither the state nor the private sector can be relied upon to do the job, who else can ？

Should we be looking for the development of some kind of new public-private partnership

scheme, perhaps under the aegis of the EBRD, and with the involvement of the main interna-

tional　banks　operating　in　the　transition　region？ The ｇｏａｌof such ａ scheme would be to
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produce highly professional, highly skilled teams of venture capital specialists, with the

technical capacity to assess technologically complex proposals ― and the personal integrity

and banking skill and experience　to steer clear of the lobbies and the special pleading. This

is ａ tall order, but it is, again, something that does　not have to cost the earth. The key is

getting the human capital in the right place, as a precondition for getting the financial capital

in the right place. And here we seem to be back with a simple proposition that emerged

from　our　discussion of the general issue of foreign investment, domestic capabilities and

government policy. The first target of policy for the knowledge economy rnust be the policy-

makers themselves, in the private as well as the public sector. Only once all the key institu-

　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　●　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　●　　　　　　　●　　　　　●　●tions of the transition countries ― government departments, companies, universities, research

organisations　etc - are run by people with an active　understanding of the discourse　of the

knowledge economy and an ability to dialogue with all their opposite numbers, will those

countries be able to build adequate defences against the ｍａｇｎｉｆｉｃａtｉｏｎ〇f future global crises.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Notes

1）ＥＢＲＤ，20↓0, p. 118. Note that the Hungarian Balance　of Payments moved into surplus in 2009，

　as GDP fell by 6.3 per　cent under the impact of the global recession.

2）Ｒｏｓｓiiｓkii Stａtiｓticheｓkii Ｅｚheｓ:ｏｄｎｉｋ ２００３ ； Ｋｏｓｓiiｓkii Stａtiｓticheｓkii Eｚｈｅｅ-ｏｄｎｉｋ ２００９，Rosstat.

　Note that these figures　include graduates in service trades, as well as in the traditional industrial

　trades.

3）Ｎｏtｅ that the figures　in Table ２ exaggerate the extent of the fall somew^hat because they are

　net　figures.　Thus the negative figure for 2009 reflects large-scale capital outflow as well as ａ

　substantial fall in gross inflows in FDI. Speaking at at the VTB Capital International Investment

　Forum 'Russia Calling' conference　on ５ 0ctober 2010, Russian finance　minister Aleksei Kudrin

　gave　a figure　of $36 bn (2.9 per　cent of ＧＤＰ）foｒ gross FDI inflow to Russia in 2009 and an
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　estimate for net FDI inflow in 20↓0.

4）　World Bank data

5) Aleksei Golubovchik, chairman of the board of directors of Arbat Capital ］Management, quoted

　inIｚｖｅｓtiｙａ，↓４ 0ctober 2009

6）Ｇｏｌｕboｖchik wonders hoAv many more power stations have to break down in Russia before the

　problem is addressed.

7) Official Russian statistics

8) Official Russian statistics

9) 14 0ctober 2009

10）　EBRD, 2009, p. 234

11) D. Turner, ‘Ｎ/I:andelsonplans “technician class”’，Ｆ加のicial Times, 12 November 2009

12) Yevgenii Gavrilenkov, chief economist of Moscow investment bank Troika Dialog, quoted in Ｃ

　　Belton, 'Moscow backs $32 billion state assets sale≒Ｆｉｎａｎｃｉａｌ　１‾＼ｍｅｓ，　18November 2010

13）Ｒｏｓｎａｎｏ　pressrelease, ９ November 2010， http:/／ｗｗｗ．rusnano.ｃｏｍｌ/Post. aspx/Show/28834
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　　2009

18) N. Buckley, 'Banks baulk at proposed loan restrictions≒Ｆｉｎａｎｃｉａｌ　１‾＼ｍｅｓ，1マNovember 2010 ；
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